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Abstract
Objective: To compare prediction by 27 different
factors in men and women of coronary heart disease
events, coronary deaths, and deaths from all causes.
Design: Cohort study.
Setting: Scottish population study.
Subjects: In 1984-7 random sampling of residents
aged 40-59 produced 11 629 men and women who
generated survey clinic questionnaires, examination
findings, and blood and urine specimens.
Main outcome measures: Subsequent death,
coronary artery surgery, and myocardial infarction.
Risks were calculated for each category of factor or
fifth of continuous variables. 27 factors were ranked
by descending age adjusted hazard ratio of the top to
bottom class in each factor, by sex and end point.
Results: Follow up averaged 7.6 years, during which
the 5754 men had 404 coronary events, 159 coronary
deaths, and 383 deaths and the 5875 women 177, 47,
and 208 respectively. The rankings for factors for the
three end points were mainly similar in men and
women, although hazard ratios were often higher in
women. Classical risk factors ranked better for
predicting coronary risk than newer ones. Yet strong
prediction of coronary risk was no guarantee of
significant prediction of all cause mortality. Findings
included an anomalous coronary protective role for
type A behaviour in women; raised plasma fibrinogen
as a strong predictor of all end points; and an
unexpectedly powerful protective relation of dietary
potassium to all cause mortality.
Conclusions: These initial unifactorial rankings and
comparisons must be interpreted with caution until
potential interaction, confounding, and problems of
measurement and causation are further explored.

Introduction
With few exceptions,1-3 studies identifying risk factors
for coronary heart disease have focused on men,4-9 with
their higher incidence rates,10 yet women live longer
and lifetime risk is almost equal.11 All cause mortality is
now a standard end point in intervention studies but
relatively neglected in studies of risk factors. There is a
need for studies which include standardised
measurement of lifestyle and coronary risk factors in

men and women and where all cause mortality is
reported alongside coronary end points.

The Scottish heart health study12 began in 1984,
when Scotland was in the premier league for death
from coronary heart disease in both men and women.
It reported lifestyle and risk factor status for
representative samples of men and women across
Scotland13 14 and showed how regional variations in
risk factors correlated with mortality from coronary
heart disease.15

We always intended to see how well older and new
factors compared in predicting coronary risk,12 and
after eight years’ follow up we now compare 27 factors
in the two sexes for three end points— major coronary
events (non-fatal myocardial infarction, death from
coronary heart disease, or coronary artery surgery),
deaths from coronary heart disease, and all deaths.

Methods
Recruitment—Twenty five districts of Scotland were

visited in two contrasting seasons in November 1984 to
October 1987. General practitioners were recruited
randomly and their patients enumerated in the eight
five year age-sex bands 40-59. A constant percentage
in each district band was selected by random
sampling.12 16 In 23 districts the target total was 450
people from 10 general practitioners but the
Edinburgh and north Glasgow MONICA (monitoring
trends and determinants in cardiovascular disease)
population surveys17 each included 30 general
practitioners and 800 participants aged 40-59. Joint
letters were sent out from survey and practice
enclosing appointments for local clinics, plus a 20 page
personal health record for self completion. This
included several classical cardiovascular question-
naires,18 a food frequency questionnaire adapted from
Caerphilly,19 and the Bortner questionnaire for type A
personality.20

Survey clinic procedures—Clinics were run by survey
nurses. Participants reported without fasting and
progressed through three stations. Firstly, after remov-
ing shoes and outer clothing, they were weighed, had
their height measured, and gave informed consent,
including to follow up of medical records. The
questionnaire was checked. Blood pressure was
measured twice by random zero sphygmomanometer
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